We present an integral inequality connecting volumes and diameters of sections of a convex body. We apply this inequality to obtain some new inequalities concerning diameters of sections of convex bodies, among which is our "Low M -estimate". Also, we give novel, alternative proofs to some known results, such as the fact that a finite volume ratio body has proportional sections which are isomorphic to a Euclidean ball.
Introduction
Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body that contains the origin and has a non empty interior. Denote D n = {x ∈ R n ; |x| ≤ 1} the unit Euclidean ball in R n , where | · | is the standard Euclidean norm. We denote the volume-radius of K ⊂ R The meaning of V ol here is clear -standard Lebesgue measure in R n . However in general, when we write V ol(K) or v.rad.(K) for a body K of smaller dimension, the quantity should be interpreted in the corresponding ambient subspace (i.e. the affine hull of K). Denote also the diameter of K as diam(K) = sup x,y∈K |x− y|. A particular case of our inequality states that if V ol(K) = V ol(D n ) and n is even, then
where G n,n/2 is the Grassmanian of n/2-dimensional subspaces in R n , and µ is the unique rotation invariant probability measure on G n,n/2 . By c, c , c 1 , C etc. we denote numerical constants, whose value is not necessarily equal in various appearances. In addition, we obtain strong concentration of the integrand in (1.1):
µ E ∈ G n,n/2 ; v.rad.(K ∩ E)diam(K ∩ E) > c 1 < e −n .
The complete version of our inequality is presented in Proposition 1.1. This inequality has many interesting applications in asymptotic convex geometry, as demonstrated in Section 3. For instance, it suggests a "low M -estimate", which is dual in some sense to Milman's low M * -estimate ( [M1] , [PT] , [Go] ), and provides a global proof of the statement due to Szarek/Tomczak-Jaegermann ( [Sz] , [SzT] ), that a finite volume ratio body has sections of proportional dimension which are isomorphic to a Euclidean ball.
n be a convex body with a non empty interior, that contains the origin, and let 1 ≤ k ≤ n be an integer. Denote k = λn. Then,
where µ is the unique rotation invariant probability measure on G n,k and C > 0 is a numerical constant. Moreover,
2 Proof of the inequality
The central component of the proof is the following simple formula, which follows from integration in polar coordinates.
Lemma 2.1 For any star-shaped K ⊂ R n (i.e. tK ⊂ K for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1), and any integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
where µ is the unique rotation invariant probability measure on G n,k , and the measure dx is the natural Lebesgue measure in the appropriate subspace.
Proof:
Integrating in polar coordinates yields,
where S(E) is the unit sphere in E and σ E is the Haar probability measure on that sphere. Denote S n−1 = S(R n ) and σ = σ R n . Now,
because of the rotation invariancy of both probability measures. With an additional application of polar integration we obtain
and the lemma is proved. The following lemma is somewhat standard, following from simple convexity principles. Yet, for completeness we shall state it and prove it here.
Lemma 2.2 Let K ⊂ R n be a convex compact body that contains the origin, and let r = max x∈K |x|. Then,
where c > 0 is a numerical constant.
Proof: Clearly, we may assume that V ol(K) = 1. There exists x 0 ∈ K which satisfies |x 0 | = r. Denote, 
Let us prove inequality (2.1). Denote M = max ϕ and let −r ≤ y 0 ≤ r be a point such that ϕ(y 0 ) = M . Let 
and r − y 0 ≤ 2r. In the second case,
To conclude, for any 
where again we use the notation κ m = V ol(D m ). Regarding the left hand side of (2.2), from Lemma 2.2,
Let us introduce a simplifying notation: when we write A ≈ B, we mean that there exist two numerical constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that c 1 A < B < c 2 A. Hence,
Combining (2.2) and (2.3), and using
λn κ λn and λ 1/n ≈ 1 (since
Using Markov inequality P rob{f > t f p } ≤ t −p for p = n and t = e yields
which proves (1.3). Obtaining (1.2) is now easy. By Jensen inequality
Remark 2.3 Lemma 2.2 uses the convexity of the body K. Nevertheless, weaker notions than convexity are sufficient for obtaining the conclusion of this lemma. For example, quasi convexity is enough. Since the convexity assumption is used only in the proof of Lemma 2.2, the conclusions of Proposition 1.1 hold for quasi convex bodies as well.
Corollaries of the inequality
A few corollaries of Proposition 1.1 are presented in this section. Some of these are known, yet our proof is completely different from their usual proofs, and some are new, like the "Low M -estimate" for diameters of proportional sections, and others.
The volume of proportional sections is not large
Corollary 3.1 Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body that contains the origin and has a non empty interior, and let 1 ≤ k ≤ n be an integer. Then a random subspace E ∈ G n,k satisfies:
with probability greater than 1 − e −n , where C is a numerical constant, independent of k and n.
n (see [BF] , page 77). Therefore, (1.3) transforms to
Diameters of sections via orthogonal projection
Lemma 3.2 Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body such that the origin is its barycenter. Let E be any subspace of dimension k = λn. Then,
where P roj E ⊥ is the orthogonal projection onto E ⊥ , and c(λ) ≈ C 1 λ .
Proof: By Fubini,
and raising to the power of 1 λn we obtain,
According to [F] , Theorem 1,
and combining (3.1) and (3.2) the lemma is proved.
Corollary 3.3 Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body such that the origin is its barycenter. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n be an integer, k = λn. Then a random subspace E ∈ G n,k satisfies:
with probability greater than 1 − e −n , where P roj E ⊥ is the orthogonal projection onto E ⊥ , and c(λ) ≈ C 1 1−λ .
Proof: By Lemma 3.2,
and by Proposition 1.1, with probability greater than 1 − e −n ,
where c(λ) = (CC)
Remark 3.4 Note that the Low M * -estimate (Theorem 3.8 here) follows from Corollary 3.3, with a poorer dependence on λ. This follows from
by Urysohn inequality and a contraction principle ([GM3], Section 4.2).
Euclidean sections of finite volume ratio bodies
Here we provide another proof for the fact discovered by Szarek and TomczakJaegermann ( [Sz] , [SzT] ), regarding sections of bodies with a finite volume ratio. The common proof of this fact uses some concentration inequalities, and an argument involving nets. Let us give an alternative proof, based on Proposition 1.1, which is a "global" one and avoids the use of nets (see also [B] ).
Corollary 3.5 Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body, such that D n ⊂ K and such that v.rad.(K) < α. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n be an integer, k = λn. Then a random subspace E ∈ G n,k satisfies:
with probability greater than 1 − e −n , where c(λ, α) ≈ (Cα)
Proof: Since D n ⊂ K, then also D k ⊂ K ∩ E for any subspace E, and v.rad.(K ∩ E) ≥ 1. It is enough to bound the diameter of a random section. According to (1.3) ,
and the corollary is proved. Note that we get c(λ, α) < (Cα) 1 1−λ , which is the same dependence obtained in [Sz] , [SzT] .
Bounded sections in M -position
Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body, such that V ol(K) = V ol(D n ) and such that the covering number
for some constant c > 0, where A is the number of elements in the set A. Under these conditions, we say that K is in M -position with constant c (see [M3] , [M4] or [P] , chapter 7, for different proofs of the fact that any convex body has a linear image which is in M -position with some absolute constant). Our next corollary provides a simple proof for a result in the spirit of [GM1] , section 2.3 and [GM2] , section 5.
Corollary 3.6 Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body in M -position, such that the origin is its barycenter, and such that V ol(K) = V ol(D n ). Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n be an integer, k = λn. Then a random subspace E ∈ G n,k satisfies:
with probability greater than 1 − e −n , where c 1 (λ) ≈ c 
This is true for any subspace E ∈ G n,k . Hence, for any subspace
. We continue as in the proof of Corollary 3.5:
Remark 3.7 The right-most inequality in (3.4) also follows from Corollary 3.5 by considering the body K + D n , and observing that v.rad.
Low M -estimate
Here we prove a dual estimate to the well-known Low M * -estimate (Theorem 3.8 here), which involves the "dual parameter" M of the body. Let us define these parameters. Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body such that the origin is in its interior. Denote the gauge function of K as
Note that the gauge function is homogeneous in R n , and satisfies the triangle inequality. However, it is not symmetric (not necessarily x = − x ), hence it may not be a norm. Define
where σ is the unique rotation invariant probability measure on S n−1 . The polar body of K is K • = {x ∈ R n ; ∀y ∈ K, x, y ≤ 1}, and we write M
. The Low M * -estimate is the following theorem (see [M1] , [PT] , or [Go] for best dependence on λ): Theorem 3.8 (Low M * -estimate). Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body with the origin in its interior. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n be an integer, k = λn. Then a random subspace E ∈ G n,k satisfies:
with probability greater than 1 − e −c·(1−λ)n , where c(λ) ≈
The Low M * -estimate is a fundamental inequality in the study of high dimensional convex bodies. It is crucially involved, for example, in the proof of Milman's quotient of subspace theorem [M2] . A dual form of the Low M * -estimate appears in [GM1] , under the name "conditional low M -estimate", as it requires that M (K) be very close to sup x∈S n−1 x . Here we present a different estimate which is valid for all levels of M (K).
Proposition 3.9 (Low M -estimate) Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body with the origin in its interior. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n be an integer, k = λn. Then a random subspace E ∈ G n,k satisfies:
with probability greater than 1 − e −n , where c(λ) ≈ C 1 1−λ .
Proof: By Proposition 1.1, a random section satisfies
with the desired probability. According to Jensen inequality,
and by substituting into (3.5) we get,
By a contraction principle, for any subspace E we have M (K ∩E) < c 1 λ M (K) (see e.g. [GM3] , Section 4.2). Hence, with the appropriate probability,
and raising to the power of 1 1−λ obtains the proposition.
Remark 3.10 By imitating the technique of [GM1] , [GM2] , one can use the Low M -estimate to show that if R > 0 satisfies
then for a random λn-dimensional subspace E, we have diam(K ∩ E) ≤ R.
Distances to Euclidean ball
Given a convex body K ⊂ R n that contains the origin in its interior, we introduce the outer and inner radius of K, respectively:
This can be written as follows:
Note that both terms are not smaller than one. The first term measures to what extent the body "fills" the circumscribing Euclidean ball, while the second term measures how much volume of K is captured by the circumscribed Euclidean ball. We prove the following corollary, just to indicate a possible application of the combination of the Low M * -estimate with our Low M -estimate.
Corollary 3.11 Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body that contains the origin in its interior and such that V ol(K) = V ol(D n ). Let E ⊂ R n be a random subspace of dimension n 2 . Then,
with probability greater than 1 − e −n , where c, c > 0 are numerical constants.
Proof: Begin with the upper inclusion. According to Corollary 3.9, a random
Also, according to Theorem 3.8,
with high probability. Hence, a random section of dimension n/2 satisfies
and since M (K) ≤ b(K), M * (K) ≤ a(K), we get that for a random section,
Diameters of low-dimensional sections
We will show that given a "non-degenerate" arbitrary convex body K ⊂ R n , its sections of small dimension (up to n logn , almost proportional sections) typically have a small diameter, i.e. with high probability their diameter is not much greater than the volume radius of the body. By saying "non-degenerate" we mean that K is not essentially a body of smaller dimension. For example, it should contain some small n-dimensional ball.
Corollary 3.12 Let α > 0, and assume that n > n(α) = e 2α is an integer. Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body that contains the origin, and such that V ol(K) = V ol(D n ). Assume also that 1 n t D n ⊂ K for some t > 0. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ α n log n be an integer. Then, a random subspace E ∈ G n,k satisfies: diam(K ∩ E) < c(α, t) with probability greater than 1 − e −n , where c(α, t) = C tα .
Proof: Since n > n(α), we know that α < log n 2 . By Proposition 1.1, a random subspace E ∈ G n,k satisfies Hence, for a random subspace E ∈ G n,k , diam(K ∩ E) < cn 2tα log n = ce 2tα .
